Music: Circle In A Box - Lisa Stewart

Circle In A Box - Lisa Stewart

Circle In A Box - A recording that forms the soundtrack of a complete magickal ritual. CD in eco-friendly wallet. You can hear a short sample in
this video: {cmvideome src=https://youtube.com/watch?v=LtmXNf-CRWQ , width=448, height=252} ORDER TODAY AND GET FREE
SHIPPING!

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Salesprice with discount
Sales price $20.00
Sales price without tax $20.00
Tax amount

Ask a question about this product

Description
Now Available
This unique, stunningly beautiful and profoundly moving album actually transports you to a place between the worlds, where a magickal circle is
built right around you. Sit back, relax, close your eyes and prepare to be immersed in the magick!
CD in eco-friendly, zero carbon footprint packaging - $20
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Now In Stock !

You can hear a short sample in this video:
{cmvideome src=https://youtube.com/watch?v=LtmXNf-CRWQ , width=448, height=252}

Reviews
Thursday, 25 October 2012
Circle In A Box - Simply Spellbinding!
Whatever your faith or background, this will give you goosebumps. Circle in a Box is a musical journey of epic proportions, invoking the
wonders of our universe. It is very visual - the stirring soundtrack to the screenplay unfolding in your mind\'s eye. The music is haunting,
mesmerizing, moving and inspiring. Lisa\'s vocals, as always, are stunning. But she also possesses a narrative style that is both
beautiful and spellbinding. The perfect antidote to a stressful modern day.
A bewitched non-wiccan.
John Davison
Sunday, 21 October 2012
Quite Possibly The Reason Earphones Were Invented!
This truly is an album in which you can get lost. Lisa Stewart has a voice that is as beautiful as it is captivating. The many layers &
textures within the music blend together to form a stunning soundscape which transports you to another world... one which you'll never
want to leave.
Anton Stewart
Saturday, 20 October 2012
Circle in a Box = Wiccan Wonder and Pagan Paradise
Want clear, concise guidance in a Wiccan practice? Here it is. Circle in a Box is the most clear, concise and enjoyable collection in this
realm. If you are a solitary user or a group, Circle in a Box is for you. First time or experienced, Circle in a Box provides a wonderful
musical and passage guidance in a clear and easy to listen format. Circle in a Box is unique in words and music, traditional in history.
The music selection for this guidance is perfect and the hour goes quickly. 13 tracks of magickal ritual begin with “How to” and end with
“Merry Meet.” Lisa and Anton Stewart are a wonderful compliment to each other on this recording reminding me of Deva Premal and
her husband Miten, the famed mantra recording couple. Both Lisa and Anton possess clear, magickal voices whose timbre and pitch
blend well, taking the listener on a magickal journey that is truly anointed. Both Lisa and Anton are musicians and their compilation in
this work demonstrates their skills and abilities. Get ready to transcend into another realm of the God and Goddess, the Lord and Lady.
My favorite track is 8 – Magickal Meditation. All of the tracks are worth listening to again and again. You will find yourself listening to
Circle in a Box frequently; each time you will be transported into another realm, each time you will find out more about yourself. Eyes
open or closed, you will be taken to a sacred space, a part of the forest/clearing that is enchanted in spirit and historical accuracy.
Circle in a Box makes a wonderful gift for another or for you. The ascension is here, are YOU ready to join the circle? There is also a
special treat for those who listen with earphones/buds! So mote it be!
Respectfully Submitted,
Denise Bolds
Denise Bolds
More reviews
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